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The topic of this research is to convert and complete the Budapest
University of Economics and Technology’s Education Quality Survey with
gamification tools. This survey should be filled after every course a
student has chosen. The number of the respondents is quite essential for
each department. The aims of the survey are the assistance of developing
subject, improving the standards of education and helps the students
which subjects to choose.
The subject is quite up to date as a new demographic cohort has
appeared who has been growing up in totally different milieu than the
previous generations have owned. They are also operating with a different
way of thinking. The generation has the so-called name: Generation Z. In
our digitalized world, it is quite a big challenge to catch their attention at
school. Filling a long survey can be quite demanding for them and might
gave up in the middle or in the worst-case scenario they do not even try
to open it.
The research would like to attempt to redesign the Educational Survey
which is making exciting the filling for Generation Z. Using gamification
tools can add the extra experience which is giving the rise that they are
filling the survey not only because it is compulsory, rather than it is
enjoyable and they have a willingness to fill it and give a relevant
feedback for the lecturers.
The following questions has been added: the teacher’s behaviour, the
students’ behaviour, the blackboard and the equipment of the classroom.
The first test was supported by paper prototyping. In this phase 10
students of our university have been asked. The test seemed successful
as the participants were enthusiastic and found that it was enjoyable and
they have added many useful ideas. The test has recreated based on the
added comments and added an online form which has filled by 51
students of a same university course. They have answered most of the
question with almost the same answers which shows that the questions
were clear. They also added some remarks which can be useful for the
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future development. This survey showed it is how important to find new
ways to motivate generation Z to get as many relevant feedbacks as
possible. With the help of the participants we can prove that gamification
tools can be used as a motivational tool to develop Education Quality
Survey.

Introduction
Background
The topic of this research is to convert and complete the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics Education Quality Survey with
gamification tools. This survey should be filled after every course a
student has chosen. The number of the respondents is quite essential for
each department. The aim of the survey is the assistance of developing
subjects, improving the standards of education and helps the students
which subjects to choose (https://ohv.bme.hu/en).
The reason for this topic is that a new generation has appeared. They
are the so-called Generation Z who has been brought up in a totally
different milieu, and their brain is also working different. They are also
called “digital natives” In our digitalized world it is hard to catch their
attention
(http://genhq.com/igen-gen-z-generation-z-centennials-info/;
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamification). For example, filling a survey
can be quite demanding for them. They are not able to spend long and
boring times with filling surveys. Although, for universities it is extremely
important to get feedback from their courses. One possible way for
getting the most accurate result is to find many survey fillers. So, we
have a reason to think over the Education Quality Survey and make it
enjoyable for Generation Z.
Education really needs gamification tools nowadays as the Generation Z
(born after 1990) has just started their studies in higher education. You
cannot catch their attention the same way with a Generation Y student
(Prensky, 2001). They are getting used to the huge amount of information
and they are do not want to do boring surveys where they have to read a
lot, and takes a lot of time to do it, but the aim of the survey is to get as
many responses as possible, the teachers can get personal feedbacks as
well as the course and the curriculum. The results can also affect the
support
a
department
can
get
in
the
following
semester
(https://ohv.bme.hu/en).
The main specification for generation Z is that they do an action
because of the joy they can receive so when these students are going to
university it is possible that the number of respondents will be decreasing.
Gamification has got the tools to motivate them if the survey will be
recreated (Zichermann & Linder, 2013).
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Generation Z
This is the generation who has born at late 90’s or early 2000’s to a
digitalized world which has phones, computers, TVs.They are the so called
“digital natives” named after Marc Prensky. They were born in a totally
different milieu than the previous ones. The generation gap is much
bigger between Gen. Z and Y than between Gen. X and Y. These kids has
born to an age where computers, emails, social media has become part of
their life (Prensky, 2001).
According to Prensky we also know “digital immigrants” who has not
born into this digitalized world, but they are able to use the new
innovations and mixing them with some previous experiences like printing
out their emails, calling someone from another room to see a webpage
instead of sending the URL in email. The list can go on and everyone can
show an example (Prensky, 2001).
This generation is easily operating with multi-tasking and able to
process visual information much better than written forms. The reason for
this is that computers are also commutating with them in a visual form.
They are motivated by confirmation and getting awards. They also prefer
gaming rather than serious jobs. While, a digital immigrant is hardly
understand, how these students can learn anything when they are
watching television, listening to music when they are studying
(Zichermann & Linder, 2013).
This issue can show that the education system must be changed
radically. Teacher must overthink the curriculum if they want to pass
information to a generation which is getting used to huge amount of
information flow.

Methodology
The first step in this research was to look through the original survey and
find
out
what
kind
of
questions
can
be
added
to
it
(https://ohv.bme.hu/en). These questions have to be asked in a graphical
form and the answers need the ability to be coded on computer. The
added questions were about the following topics: the teacher’s behavior
during classes, the student’s behavior during classes, the blackboard’s
look and the equipment used during classes.
These questions mentioned above have to be drawn by a graphic
designer
program.
The
pilot
test
was
a
paper
prototype
(https://www.uxpin.com/studio/blog/paper-prototyping-the-practicalbeginners-guide/). 10 candidates from Budapest University of Technology
and Economics were interviewed during the test. This cooperative form of
testing show how people think about the test and what kind of extra
features has to added or removed to create a better questionnaire.
The experiences gained during the paper prototyping test were the
basis of the online form. The online form was filled by 50 students from a
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university course. The results were really useful for more possible future
development. And all in all the students liked it and evaluated it positively.
With the help of results a new survey could be tested more precisely on
more university courses.

The questionnaire
Students. Question: How did you see the students during the class?
Please drag and drop a type you think was the most characteristic for the
class! (Only one can be added from each type!)
This question can be useful for the lecturer. When a result shows that
the students were not staying quiet or keep talking during the class can
show for the lecturer to change his or her performing style. When the
students keep quiet and have questions for the lecturer can end up the
course with better results.
Figure 1. Students during the class

Figure 1: Inquiring, curious

Figure 4: Sleeper

Figure 7: Gossiper

Figure 2: Game player

Figure 5:
Uncomprehending

Figure 8: Neutrals
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Figure 3: Class leaver

Figure 6: Unruly
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Figure 2. One possible layout of the auditorium

The teacher. Question: How did you see the lecturer during the classes?
Drag and drop the most adequate to the classroom!
The original survey does not contain any question about the lecturer
itself. These drawings can give the chance to the student to show his or
her impression on the lecturer. The lecturer can change the he performs
and can be preform most efficiently based on responses.
Figure 3. The professor during the class
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Equipment. Question: What kind of equipment would have been made the
classes more efficient? What did you miss? Drag and drop the chosen
items on the classroom!
Many cases have shown the better chosen equipment can higher the
standards of a class. Mainly engineering courses would require some
physical representative materials. The help of this kind of things is
essential for better understanding. Sometimes it is not enough to use a
projector, it would be useful to use a blackboard as well. This question can
show the lecturer what kind of extra features should be added to the
class.
Figure 4. Equipment of the class

Figure 9: Rulers

Figure 10: Notebook

Figure 11: Loudspeaker

Figure 12: Laser pointer

Figure 13: Speakers

Figure 14: Projector

Figure 15: Colored chalks

Figure 16: Clock
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Blackboard. Question: How did you see the appearance of the blackboard
when the lecturer added some notes on it? Drag the one you find the most
suitable and move it to the classroom!
It is quite essential for the students to understand the material and
sometimes it is easier to understand it step by step. Mainly in scientific
courses the lecturer creates notes on the blackboard. The university’s
Quality Survey does not have any question about the quality and the
visualization of the board note’s style. So if this new question’s result
show that the notes were chaotic or not enough and many students failed
the class it can a key factor to change the style of the course.
Figure 5. Huge letters, small data

Figure 6. Clear and understandable huge amount of data

Figure 7. Huge amount of data, small letter size

Figure 8. Huge amount of data, written on each other

Figure 9. Unreadable data, hard to see
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Paper prototyping script
The following questions have been asked during the test:
1. Do you fill the Quality Survey?
2. If not, why do not you fill it?
3. Does the prizes motivates you can win if you fill the survey?
4. Choose one course from your earlier studies!
5. How did you see the other students during classes? Move the ones
you think were the most characteristics!
6. How did the blackboard look like? Move the one you think were the
most characteristics!
7. How did the lecture behave during the classes? Move the ones you
think were the most characteristics!
8. What kind of equipment would make the classes better? Move the
chosen objects to the classroom!
The questions of the paper prototyping start at question No. 3. The
previously designed classroom, blackboard, students, professors and
equipment has been printed out, so the participants could easily handle
them.

Paper prototyping evaluation
The test has filled by 10 students of Budapest Technology and Economics.
The applicants were in a age group of 19-25. Their feelings about the
prototyping and about the idea were mostly positive and they enjoyed
doing the survey which proved for me the positive aspects of gamification.
The questions were clear and the students were able to answer the
question without any serious added instruction.
Figure 10. Applicants during the test

Suggestions and comments from the users. Students. The scale of the
characters should be bigger in order to see them clear. Enough options
were available and they were not added any additional ones.
Teacher. According to the applicants too many options were available
and they also told me that it really hard to choose from them. 15 options
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were available, so I reduced the number to 7 and picked up the really
specific ones.
Figure 11. Teacher behaviors

Figure 17: Neutral

Figure 21: Comic

Figure 18: Sleepy

Figure 19: Evil

Figure 20: Cunning

Figure 23:
Enthusiastic

Figure 22: Careless

Equipment
Many students missed the representative device mostly from scientific and
engineering classes. It would really hard to create graphics for each
specific class so I made one which would be suitable for all classes. The
questionnaire filler would also have to name it if they think it would have
been needed.
Figure 12. Representative device

Blackboard
According to the applicants there were too many options from the
blackboard as well. I tried to reduce the number of them as much as
possible. In the next phase only the following options will be found (see
Figures 5-9).
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A key factor has also appeared during all of the questions: the answer
options have to be signed because it was sometimes subjective what
would the applicant thought about the picture. For example, the emotions
of the professor are not clear enough.

Survey evaluation
The survey has been filled by 51 students from the course Product
experience and design. The respondents evaluated the lectures held by
Dr. Emma Lógó. 27.5% were female and 72.5% were male. The following
link contains the online survey: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1V7-I4CfaTtfhoTdJFyjSj4F8HnIiH-1KHRfSIgyAhw/edit. The respondents 88.2%
usually fill the Quality Survey. This means that many of the respondents
were experienced and they can be a huge help in the following questions.
The second question was about reason why are the students motivated
when they made the decision that they will fill up the Quality Survey.
The lecturer. Question: How did you see the lecturer during the classes?
Drag and drop the most adequate to the classroom!
88,3% of the students saw the lecturer enthusiastic. This data shows
that the graphics of the professor clearly showed for the students what to
chosen and with the help of this information the lecturer can decide if he
or she would like to change the way of acting.
Figure 13. Pie chart of the lecturer's act (https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1V7-I4CfaTtfhoTdJFyjSj4F8HnIiH-1KHRfSIgyAhw/edit#responses)

The students. Question: How did you see the students during the class?
Please drag and drop a type you think was the most characteristic for the
class! (Only one can be added from each type!)
Most of the students (81,7%) picked up the neutral character. It means
that based on this information nothing special has happened during the
classes and nothing bothered the students. It would be useful to send out
a test where there are no neutral characters included and compare the
results. And based on the results decide to keep this question or not.
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Figure 14. Percentage distribution of the student types
(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1V7--I4CfaTtfhoTdJFyjSj4F8HnIiH1KHRfSIgyAhw/edit#responses)

The equipment of the class. Question: What kind of equipment would have
been made the classes more efficient? What did you miss?
This question received quite a various range of answers. Most of the
students missed some representative device. In this class the lecturer
does not use the blackboard so there was no reason to ask this question.
Although, they use a projector and slideshows. In the further
developments there should be a question about the style and the
structure of the slideshow as well.
Figure 15. Percentage distribution of the class equipment
(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1V7--I4CfaTtfhoTdJFyjSj4F8HnIiH1KHRfSIgyAhw/edit#responses)

Suggestions about the survey
At the end of the survey the respondents had the option to express their
ideas.
“I like the pictures, the survey is well structured.”
“More virtues of the lectures should have been represented.”
“I like the idea of using colorful pictures”
“There should be more behavior type added which would be
characteristic for younger lecturers.”
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Conclusion
During the paper prototyping and the online survey many comments were
added to this new type of survey. Although, the respondents were not the
youngest ones from the university because we wanted to choose students
who had previous experience on the Education’s Quality Survey. All of the
participants seemed really enjoy filling up the tests.
The paper prototyping were one of the key factor of the development as
the students reactions were live and also had the ability to comment the
actions he or she made. These comments and actions led to an upgraded
online survey.
The fillers of the online survey were understood all of the questions and
gave remarkable comments as well. These experiences would be able to
be the basis of a coded survey which would be essential for the further
development and would be able to create a pilot online form.
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